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We study the structure of the Ruderman�Kittel�Kasuya�Yosida interactions for selected quasiperiodic tilings.
The interaction energies between the magnetic impurities in these systems are computed by a continued fraction
expansion for the Green function of the conduction electrons. Based on these results we study the alignment of the
magnetic moments in the Ammann�Beenker tiling by Monte Carlo simulations. In particular, we are interested in
the structure of the magnetic ground state and the low-temperature behaviour for the Ising model.
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1. Introduction

Understanding the magnetic properties of complex ma-
terials still poses many open questions. In the case of
quasicrystals this resulted in a controversial debate about
the mechanisms of the formation and the alignment of
magnetic moments in quasiperiodic atomic structures
[1, 2]. Regarding the second issue, several theoretical
models predicted the occurrence of long-range magnetic
order, but experimental results revealed a spin-glass-like
behaviour at low temperatures [1].

In this paper we study the magnetic properties of
simple models of rare-earth quasicrystals. According to
experimental results the dominant interactions in rare-
-earth quasicrystals are due to the Ruderman�Kittel�
Kasuya�Yosida (RKKY) mechanism. This results in a
long-range indirect exchange interaction between the lo-
calized rare-earth atoms which is mediated by the con-
duction electrons. First, we compute the RKKY inter-
actions for the Ammann�Beenker tiling and the Rauzy
tiling (see Sect. 2) using a continued fraction expansion
for the Green function of the conduction electrons. This
approach is able to consider the special properties of the
eigenstates (multifractality) and the resulting anomalous
di�usion behaviour which is usually observed for the elec-
tronic transport in quasicrystals. Based on these results
we study the alignment of the magnetic moments for dif-
ferent temperatures and the magnetic ground state with
parallel tempering (see Sect. 3).

To the best of our knowledge, long-range RKKY inter-
actions and their in�uence on the alignment of magnetic
moments have not been addressed in detail for quasiperi-
odic systems so far. Matsuo et al. studied the align-
ment of spins in a quasiperiodic Zn�Mg�Ho model and
showed that the spin orientations can show long-range
order and re�ect the underlying quasiperiodic structure.
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However, their approach has two drawbacks: on the one
hand they included only the �rst four nearest-neighbour
interactions, and on the other hand they used the stan-
dard RKKY formula for periodic systems [3, 4]. However,
this formula is not applicable to quasiperiodic systems,
and it is not clear if RKKY interactions are comparable
in periodic and quasiperiodic systems. There are a few
other results for long-range magnetic interactions includ-
ing models with an exponential decay of the exchange
interaction [5] and dipole interactions [6]. These models
also yield uncommon spin structures which usually re�ect
certain aspects of the quasiperiodic tiling and in certain
cases even exhibit long-range order.

2. Computation of RKKY interactions

in aperiodic tilings

In our model the conduction electrons are described
by a tight-binding Hamiltonian Hcond =

∑
〈l,m〉 |l〉 〈m|

with one orbital per site and equal hopping amplitudes
between all nearest neighbors of the quasiperiodic tiling.
In a dilute material the RKKY interactions between two
magnetic impurities with spins σl and σm at the posi-
tions l and m are given by

HRKKY = λ2χl,m(EF)σlσm . (1)

The factor λ is proportional to the coupling of the mag-
netic moment to the conduction electrons, and the mag-
netic susceptibility [7] for zero temperature is

χl,m(E) = − 1

π

∫ ∞
−∞
=
[
G0
l,m(E)G0

m,l(E)
]

× sgn(EF − E)dE . (2)

Hence, the RKKY interactions depend on the Fermi en-
ergy EF and the quasiperiodic structure, where the latter
is taken into account by the two Green functions. In par-
ticular, G0

l,m(E) = 〈l|G0(E) |m〉 is the retarded Green
function of the unperturbed problem, i.e., for the con-
duction electrons without the perturbation due to the
two magnetic impurities.
There are several possibilities to compute the Green

functions. This includes direct diagonalization, which
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is however limited to relatively small sample sizes and
hence not well suited to study quasiperiodic tilings. Fur-
ther, Roche and Mayou used an expansion of the Green
function G0

l,m(E) in the Chebyshev polynomials [8]. This
method has the drawback of producing artefacts for spiky
density of states (DOS) of the conduction electrons which
is a common feature in quasicrystals [7]. We will apply
a third method which is based on the continued fraction
expansion of the Green functions.

2.1. Continued fraction expansion

The continued fraction expansion for a Hamiltonian
is a well-known tool in condensed matter physics and it
was already used to compute the RKKY interactions for
quasiperiodic tilings [7, 9]. To obtain the susceptibility
in Eq. (2) we �rst compute the local Green function of
the conduction electrons, which can be expressed as a
continued fraction

Gl,l(E) =
1

E − a1 − b1
E−a2− b2

E−a3−...

. (3)

The terms an and bn are obtained by the tridiagonal-
ization of the Hamiltonian Hcond. Due to the �nite size
of the system only a limited number of tridiagonaliza-
tion steps are possible. To take the in�nite environment
into account, we approximate the tiling beyond a certain
(fairly large) distance from the impurity by an average
structure [10]. This yields for an in�nite system with
a gapless and symmetric DOS the values a∞ = 0 and
b∞ = E2

max/4, i.e., b∞ = 4.48 for the Ammann�Beenker
tiling [7] and b∞ = 4.24 for the two-dimensional Rauzy
tiling.
In a second step the non-local Green functions G0

l,m(E)

in Eq. (2) can be obtained from three local Green's func-
tions [11] according to

G0
l,m(E) = (1 + i)

〈
Ψ+
∣∣G0(E)

∣∣Ψ+
〉
+ (−1 + i)

×
〈
Ψ−
∣∣G0(E)

∣∣Ψ−〉− 2i
〈
Ψ im

∣∣G0(E)
∣∣Ψ im

〉
, (4)

where |Ψ±〉 = |l〉 ± |m〉 and
∣∣Ψ im

〉
= |l〉+ i |m〉.

The continued fraction approach is an approximation
technique which yields a smoothed version of the Green
functions and hence the susceptibility [7]. With respect
to real-world problems this approach is still reasonable
because disorder and �nite temperatures also lead to a
smoothing of the sharp peaks of the Green functions in
quasiperiodic tilings.

2.2. RKKY interactions for Ammann�Beenker tiling
and Rauzy tiling

In this section we present the results for the structure
of the RKKY interactions for two quasiperiodic tilings
(see Fig. 1): (a) the Ammann�Beenker tiling, which is
related to octagonal quasicrystals and possesses 6 di�er-
ent local environments with 3 to 8 nearest neighbours,
and (b) the Rauzy tiling, which is a codimension one
tiling and has d+ 1 di�erent local environments in d di-
mensions. To take the high degree of order in stable
quasicrystals into account, we assume that the magnetic

rare-earth atoms are localized at certain local environ-
ments (i.e. the same number of nearest neighbours).

Fig. 1. Approximant of the Ammann�Beenker tiling
with 239 sites (left) and of the Rauzy tiling with 504
sites (right).

The radial distribution χ(r) of the magnetic suscepti-
bility is shown for the Ammann�Beenker tiling in Fig. 2.
There is a clear dependence of the interaction strength
on the Fermi energy and on the type of the local environ-
ment. Already the local DOS is signi�cantly di�erent for
these cases [7], where � as a rule of thumb � stronger
interactions can be found for higher local DOS at the
Fermi energy. While we �nd only very small interactions
strengths for local environments with 6, 7, or 8 nearest
neighbours, we observe strong oscillations between ferro-
and antiferromagnetic interactions depending on the dis-
tances of the two impurities (in particular for EF = 0)
for environments with 3, 4, and 5 neighbours. Further,
the Ammann�Beenker tiling for EF = 0 corresponds to
a bipartite lattice with half-�lling. For such systems
the RKKY interactions are antiferromagnetic (χ > 0)
for sites on the opposite sublattices and ferromagnetic
(χ < 0) for the same sublattice [12]. This is in excellent
agreement with the susceptibility results in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Magnetic susceptibility for approximant a = 4
of the Ammann�Beenker tiling with 1391 sites: average
magnetic susceptibility for di�erent local environments
and Fermi energies EF (top) and a comparison of aver-
aged and non-averaged data for EF = 0 (bottom).
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Additionally, the total exchange interaction χtotal =
1
N

∑
l,m χl,m provides a rough measure of the preferred

type of interaction. For the Ammann�Beenker tiling fer-
romagnetic interactions (χtotal < 0) are dominant for
4 nearest neighbours and antiferromagnetic interactions
(χtotal > 0) for environments with 3 and 5 nearest neigh-
bours. The exchange interactions are also rather consis-
tent with di�erent approximants despite the di�erent sys-
tem sizes. For a comparison we also included in Fig. 2 the
expected interaction strength χ(r) ∝ 1/rd for a periodic
system in d dimensions. While the average behaviour of
the exchange interactions for the quasiperiodic systems
is reasonably well described by this envelope, the single
interactions can be considerably larger (see bottom row
of Fig. 2) and we usually observe a whole hierarchy of
interaction strengths.

Fig. 3. Same as top row of Fig. 2 for the approximant
a = 12 of the two-dimensional Rauzy tiling with 548
sites.

Furthermore, we plot in Fig. 3 the magnetic suscep-
tibility χ(r) for the two-dimensional Rauzy tiling. The
results are very consistent with the previous results, i.e.,
χ(r) oscillates between ferro- and antiferromagnetic in-
teractions and depends on the Fermi energy EF. As the
system is relatively close to a periodic system (codimen-
sion of 1), the data is in quite good agreement with the
envelope χ(r) ∝ 1/rd for the periodic system.

3. Monte Carlo simulations

To study the alignment of magnetic moments we
use Monte Carlo simulations for the Ising spins (σi =
±1) with quasiperiodic RKKY interactions according
to Eq. (1). Many quasicrystals exhibit spin-glass freez-
ing for low temperatures. Hence, it is of interest whether
this behaviour is associated with the quasiperiodic order
or with disorder and if there are di�erences in compari-
son to conventional spin glasses in frustrated disordered
systems. According to the standard spin-glass theory, a
spin-glass transition for the Ising model can be observed
for long-range interactions with 〈J2〉 = 〈λ4χ2〉 ∝ 1/rα

and α < 2d, i.e., RKKY interactions in periodic sys-
tems represent the limit case and are expected to show a
zero-temperature spin-glass transition in two dimensions
[13, 14]. However, the RKKY interactions obtained in
Sect. 2.2 show stronger oscillations, which could result in
a transition at �nite temperature in two dimensions.

3.1. Parallel tempering

A standard method to study magnetic moments in
frustrated systems is parallel tempering. To overcome
local minima of the energy landscape this approach uses
M copies (replicas) of the system at di�erent tempera-
tures TM = 1

βm
(in the Planck units) [15, 16]. We use

a geometric distribution of the temperatures with Tm =

cm Tmin and c = (Tmax/Tmin)
1/(M+1)

. For each replica
one Monte Carlo sweep (MCS) consists of N single-spin
�ip attempts which are accepted with the probability
p = max{1, exp(−β∆E)} depending on the energy dif-
ference ∆E = Enew−Eold of the con�gurations. Further,
the states of replicas with neighbouring temperatures are
swapped with the probability pswap = max{1, exp(−∆)}
with ∆ = (βm+1 − βm)(Em − Em+1). The number of
replicas is chosen in a way to have a reasonably high
acceptance ratio for the replica swaps. The bene�t of
parallel tempering compared to standard Monte Carlo
methods is a signi�cant reduction of the correlation times
between local minima due to the simulation of the system
at di�erent temperatures.
We study the behaviour of various observables

for spin systems including the mean magnetization

〈M〉 = 1
N 〈
∑N
l=1 σl〉, the mean staggered magnetiza-

tion 〈M stag〉 = 1
N 〈
∑N
l=1 ηlσl〉 with ηl = ±1 depend-

ing on the sublattice and the mean energy 〈E〉 =
1
N 〈
∑
l,m χl,mσlσm〉 per spin. The thermal average of an

observable O for S MCS is given by 〈O〉 = 1
S

∑S
i=1Oi.

We equilibrate the systems for at least 3× 105 MCS and
compute the averages from the last 105 MCS. In the con-
text of spin glasses an important quantity is the overlap

�eld q = 1
N

∑N
l=1 σ

1
l σ

2
l , which is obtained from the sim-

ulations of two independent replicas with the same tem-
perature. Spin-glass transitions can be studied by the
Binder cumulant B = 1

2 (3 − 〈q
4〉/〈q2〉2) and the spin-

-glass susceptibility χsg = N〈q2〉.

3.2. Low-temperature behaviour of spins

In Fig. 4 we present the simulation results for the Ising
spins with di�erent local environments in the Ammann�
Beenker tiling. The divergence of the spin-glass suscepti-
bility χsg as well as the changes of the mean energy 〈E〉
and the Binder cumulant B clearly indicate a phase tran-
sition from a paramagnetic state at high temperatures to
a low-temperature state. The transition temperatures
are T

λ2 ≈ 1.2 for 4 nearest neighbours and T
λ2 ≈ 0.5 for

5 nearest neighbours. The transition also results in a
change of the overlap distribution.
We are in particular interested in the structure of

the low-temperature spin states. The spin con�gura-
tions with lowest energy (found during a simulation run)
show in both cases local patterns of spins which repeat
quasiperiodically (see Fig. 4). In the case of 4 nearest
neighbours this pattern consists of 8 spins on the cor-
ners of the 8-fold stars which are pointing either all up
or down. For 5 nearest neighbours the main pattern is
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Fig. 4. Parallel tempering results for the Ammann�
Beenker tiling for sites with 4 (top) and 5 (bottom)
nearest neighbours: di�erent observables obtained from
the two replicas (left), overlap distribution (center), and
spin con�guration for the lowest energy state (right).

an 8-fold double ring for which the spins of the outer
and inner shell are aligned antiferromagnetically. These
local spin patterns can be found repeatedly in the sys-
tem because any local pattern of linear dimension L in
a quasiperiodic tiling is repeated in a distance O(L).
Hence, the low-temperature state does not have a long-
-range periodic order but instead spins freeze in some hid-
den antiferromagnetic order. The low-temperature state
also shows similarities to spin glasses (e.g. the occurrence
of multiple ground states), where here the glassiness is
caused by the quasiperiodicity instead of disorder.

4. Conclusion

The computation of RKKY interactions for quasiperi-
odic tilings revealed signi�cant di�erences compared to
periodic systems. Although we observe for both cases an
oscillation between ferro- and antiferromagnetic interac-
tions depending on the distance of the impurities, the
range of the interaction in quasiperiodic tilings is often
signi�cantly larger than expected for a periodic system.
By applying parallel tempering to study the alignment of
magnetic moments for di�erent spin distributions in the
Ammann�Beenker tiling, we observe a phase transition
towards a low-temperature state showing properties of
a quasiperiodic antiferromagnetic state as well as a spin
glass. This low-temperate state is characterized by spe-
ci�c local patterns which repeat quasiperiodically in the
system.
In future we plan to study of alignment of spins with

parallel tempering also for larger approximants and other
quasiperiodic tilings including approximants of real qua-
sicrystals.
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